
This free product is for personal use in a classroom or home use only, by one teacher or
family. If you intend to use this product for more than one classroom or home, please
return to Smart Boarding School to download additional copies. I depend on site visits to
be able to provide you with these free resources.

You may not share this resource, sell this resource, or copy this resource for distribution
other than classroom use. However please refer others to download the resource at Smart
Boarding School.
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Rules for Friends of 10 Boxes:
1. Write each players names in the scoring box in the bottom left corner.
2. Use a paper clip and pencil or a spinner to spin a number on the number circle.
3. The player looks on the board for the number that when added together makes 10 (for example 4 and 6).
4. The player draws a line to connect any two dots that form part of the square around the answer.
5. When a player draws a line that closes a square, that player puts an x in the square and puts a tally 

mark in the scoring box.
6. If the product of the spun number is not on the board (it has been used up on previous turns) then the 

player can choose where they would like to put their line.
7. When all of the dots have been connected, the player with the most tally marks wins!
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5 0 7 4 1

1 4 10 2 9

6 3 8 4 10

6 2 6 7 5

3 8 9 3 0

Friends of 10 Boxes


